Coast to Coast Rules of Use

Are you ready to make your Coast to Coast reservation? Here are a few things to keep in mind to ensure a smooth process:

1. As a Bluegreen Coast Deluxe member, reservations must be booked online at bluegreenvacations.com by clicking on the Book Now button on the Traveler Plus Coast to Coast page. Reservations may be 3 to 60 days in advance for Coast Classic and Good Neighbor Park RV Resorts, and 3 - 90 days in advance for Coast Deluxe and Premier RV Resorts. You must present your Traveler Plus membership card with a copy of your reservation confirmation at the RV Resort upon check-in.
   - At Coast Classic resorts, visit a maximum of twice in a calendar year and stay up to 7 days per visit; allow 30 days between visits.
   - At Coast Deluxe and Premier resorts, visit a maximum of twice during peak season and an unlimited number of times in non-peak season, with stays up to 14 days per visit; allow 7 days between visits.
   - At Coast Good Neighbor Parks, visit an unlimited number of times in a calendar year and stay up to 7 days per visit; allow 7 days between visits.
   - Multi-resort usage - Wait only seven days between visits to Coast Deluxe and Premier RV Resorts within a multi-resort system. During these seven days, members may visit any other Coast Deluxe and Premier resort as long as it isn’t part of the same multi-resort system. For a list of participating RV Resorts in the multi-resort system, return to the Coast to Coast page at Bluegreenvacations.com and click on the participating RV resorts link.

2. The currency used for all Coast to Coast reservations is Coast Tripsetter points. Reservations can be made by converting your annual, borrowed or rented Bluegreen Vacation Points to Coast Tripsetter points, or by purchasing Coast Tripsetter points with a credit or debit card. As you navigate through the Coast to Coast booking site, your reservation will be quoted in Coast to Coast Tripsetter points. During the checkout process, you will select your payment method. Please note that if you already have sufficient Coast Tripsetter points in your Coast to Coast account for a desired reservation, the reservation will be made using your Coast Tripsetter points.

3. Access to Coast to Coast network RV Resorts is on a space available basis relative to the number of sites the resort designates to Coast to Coast membership. RV Resorts cannot guarantee availability.

4. If you elect to use Bluegreen Vacation Points for a reservation, those Points will automatically be deducted from your Bluegreen account and converted to Coast Tripsetter points. Only annual, borrowed or rented Points may be used. Once your Points are converted, they will remain in your Coast to Coast account and cannot be converted back.
5. Using a combination of Bluegreen Vacation Points and Coast Tripsetter points is not permitted – you can use either Bluegreen Vacation Points for the full reservation or purchase the required Coast Tripsetter points.

6. You may notice different Coast Tripsetter point values for nightly RV reservations. However, we have standardized the Bluegreen Vacation Points rate to 600 Points per night for RV reservations, regardless of the park type, RV size or season.

7. Each RV site is limited to four adults, unless otherwise specified. This includes the member, one immediate family member and two guests. Guests must travel in the same RV.

8. As a Coast Deluxe member, you have access to additional accommodation types, such as cabins. These accommodation types can only be reserved by purchasing and using Coast Tripsetter points. Bluegreen Vacation Points cannot be converted into Coast Tripsetter points for reservations for these accommodation types.

9. Reservations must be cancelled by 6 p.m. resort time the day prior to arrival date, otherwise the resort’s minimum stay requirements will be charged. Cancellation policies vary by resorts. Please see the Coast to Coast booking website for details.

Still have questions? Call Traveler Plus at 800.459.1597